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Introduction
Extreme events and rogue waves are a subject of interest during the last
decade. They are observed in a plethora of phenomena, especially in
nonlinear optical effects. A signature of rogue-wave behavior is a
probability distribution with a heavy tail, leading to the impossibility
of estimating statistical moments. Here we show that by pumping
nonlinear optical effects with bright squeezed vacuum, a state with
strong photon-number noise, one obtains a dramatic
enhancement of rogue-wave behavior. We present a simple
description of the phenomenon in terms of normalized intensity
correlation functions (CFs).

We have shown the possibility to generate extreme events 
characterised by heavy tailed statistics by pumping nonlinear 
medium with light characterised by large quantum noise: 
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The nonlinear conversion efficiency depends on the statistics of 
the pump, e.g. thermal light is n! times more efficient for pumping 
n-photon effects than coherent light [1]:

 We also measured the 
intensity  distribution with 
a photodiode. Here for the 
3rd harmonic pumped by 
superbunched light.

 A power law with 
exponential cutoff can fit 
the distribution.

  Events as large as 250 
times <I>  are measured.

       theoretical value  
for thermal light pump 

       theoretical value  
for superbunched pump 

       measured value  
for thermal light pump 

       measured value  
for superbunched pump 

A heavy tail, power law with 
exponent 1.5, is found for the 
intensity distribution at              
                .
To be compared with an 
exponential distribution  at 
                .

The appeareance of rogue waves 
in supercontinuum is heavily 
studied in nonlinear optics [2]. 
We show here larger rogue 
events than previously reported 
in the literature with                  .  

Thermal pump

Thermal light pump
FWHM: 15 nm

Supercontinuum at 
maximum pumping 
power, FWHM: 80 nm

The second order CF for the nth 
harmonic can be expressed as a 
function of the pump CFs:

Pseudo coherent pump
Super-bunched pump

higher nonlinear conversion efficiency compared to 
poissonian light,

bunching parameters as high as g(2)(0)=100 were measured,  

K. Y. Spasibko, et al., to be published, 2017
D. Solli, et al., Nature 450, 1054 (2007).

We looked also at the generation of optical harmonics  by 
pumping a LiNbO   with thermal  or superbunched light generated 
by parametric down conversion using a BBO crystal.
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Extreme events as large as as large as 250 times <I>  were 
measured. 

We investigate the generation of a supercontinuum (SC) in a single mode 
fiber pumped with thermal and super-bunched light. 

The supercontinuum spectrum is measured with a spectrometer. For 
thermal light pumping we witness a considerable broadening with 
respect to the initial PDC spectral

By linarizing four wave mixing 
Bogolyubov transformations, we 
found a lower bound for the 
expected second order CF of our 
SC light:


